Stardate 10002.26

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The USS Orion is awaiting deliver of its new computer core

CSO_Lance says:
::on the bridge::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::sitting in the Big Chair [tm] on the Bridge::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Yawns as he sits in Engineering::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::stumbling blearily around her temporary quarters having just got up::

CSO_Lance says:
::submits another report to the Captain::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::Kailah is not a morning person::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::looks at AEO Doyle::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::she walks into the bathroom stubbing her toe on the counter and curses::

AEO-Doyle says:
ATO: Can I help you with something?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::after a quick shower she is more awake and manages to get dry and dressed without any further injuries::

ATO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  Perhaps we should bring the secondary core online so that diagnostics and further repairs can be initiated.

AMO_Richmond says:
@::is getting CJ ready for another day at the SB school::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::checks his Inbox and sees another report submitted to him... forwards it to the XO::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::goes to the computer to check the daily reports and curses the CO when she notes the darn thing is already full and she just got up::

AEO-Doyle says:
ATO: Fine, then. ::Walks to a console and starts hitting buttons::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: exits his office and walks over to the AEO ::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::nods and steps to another console::

CSO_Lance says:
::checks her logs::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
@::Dario still stuck on the Starbase decides to go over the crew medicals::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@*CO*: XO_Jorgaenson reporting for duty for the day sir, what time is beam-up?      ::interspersed with a couple yawns::

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: How are the repairs coming on ensign ?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::mutters under her breath a bit about her packed schedule::

CTO_Zauberer says:
::sits up and yawns::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::waits for computer confirmation that the secondary core is up and running::

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: Permission to go down to the Science lab, sir?

CTO_Zauberer says:
@::gets out of bed and steps into the shower::

AEO-Doyle says:
CEO: Slowly sir. We try to mend something and a system it depends on goes offline as well.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
@::Notices that nearly all the Senior Staff are in need a routine yearly medicals::

Host CO_Edwards says:
CSO Lance: Granted. I'll maneuver the ship closer to starbase so the crew can begin to return.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::contemplates hanging upside down by her toenails while waiting for the CO to respond::

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: ok

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::remembers it’s been a year since she visited Sickbay and thinks about going AWOL::

CSO_Lance says:
CO_Edwards: Aye, sir.

ATO_Stelakh says:
::steps to the panel the AEO is working on::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::is getting tired with all this thinking and decides to grab coffee while her brain clears out::

ATO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  May I assist you?

CSO_Lance says:
::gets up and heads to the TL::

CTO_Zauberer says:
@::steps out of the shower and gets dressed.::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::orders coffee, takes one sip and curses when she remembers she was trying to cut down on caffeine by using tea::

AEO-Doyle says:
ATO: Sure.

AMO_Richmond says:
@::starts to take the now-ready CJ to the schoolroom::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::drops the cup of coffee on her toe and tries out some of the new curses she heard from her CO::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
@::also notices we have two new crew members:: *SB CMO*: Morning Sir, I have just noticed that some of my fellow crew need Medicals, and would like to complete them using the SB Sickbay facilities seen as my own sickbay is unattainable at the minute.

Host CO_Edwards says:
::sits in the FCO's chair.. notices it isn't as comfortable as his Big Chair [tm]... maneuvers closer to the starbase::
*XO Jorgaenson*: Maneuvering for crew transport now Commander.. We have a lot to accomplish, so round up the crew.

CTO_Zauberer says:
@::requests the location of Captain Edwards from the computer::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::still has the commbadge open and is not aware of this yet::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::the CO is getting an earful::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Steps away from console as ATO begins working. Feels eyelids getting heavier as he leans against a wall::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::looks down at the panel for a moment, and then begins keying in initiator sequences::

Host Quchant says:
@<Computer> CTO: Captain Edwards is on the USS Orion

ATO_Stelakh says:
::Arches a brow and continues working without turning::

ATO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  Are you unwell?

CSO_Lance says:
::enters TL:: TL: Deck 4.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::composes self::*CO*: Aye   ::voice is way too squeaky with embarrassment so calms down::  sir

AEO-Doyle says:
ATO: ::Smiles weakly:: No, just a little tired.

CEO_Rogers says:
:: starts making shore the conduits for the new core are prepped and ready ::

Host CO_Edwards says:
@::makes note of a few Romulan curses he hasn't heard in a while.. mentally commends the XO for her pronunciation::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::remembers to close commbadge this time::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::continues attempting startup procedures::

CSO_Lance says:
::smacks her forehead when she remembers that the lifts are not working yet and gets out again::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Orders for the new CTO hit the CO's top of list

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@*All crew on starbase (you know who you are)*: Report back to the USS Orion, effective immediately

CSO_Lance says:
::sneaks back to her console because she doesn't want to use the JT again::

AMO_Richmond says:
@*XO Jorgaenson*: Commander, Ensign Richmond. Can we beam back on board already?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::gathers up her gear, packs her pet for transport and heads out of the room with some poor ensign trailing behind carrying all her gear and staggering behind her::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@*AMO*: I do believe I just asked you to do that ensign

Host Quchant says:
<SBC> COMM: USS Orion: Captain..the tug crew are ready to beam the core into place...please confirm you readiness

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
@*SB CMO*: Delay that request, duty calls elsewhere...

AMO_Richmond says:
@*XO Jorgaenson*:  Aye, sir

ATO_Stelakh says:
::enters the final initiator sequence into the panel::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Slumps against the bulkhead and yawns again::

CTO_Zauberer says:
@::grabs all his crystals and holo-photos and heads for wherever he is to go::

CSO_Lance says:
::fiddles with a couple of PADD's::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Heads for the nearest TL:: *XO Jorganaeson*: On my way Sir.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::gets into the transporter room and waits for the rest of the crew that are still on the starbase::

CTO_Zauberer says:
@::walks in circles for a minute::

ATO_Stelakh says:
*CO* Stelakh to Captain Edwards.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: All TL rides on the SB will stop at the transporter room so you can beam over

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::and waits....::

AMO_Richmond says:
@::walks with CJ to the starbase's transporter room::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::waits some more::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::opens a comm channel to Ensign Damir Zauberer::
*Ensign Zauberer*: Ensign, this is Captain Edwards, report to the nearest transporter room and beam over to the Orion.. you have been assigned as our new Chief Tactical Officer.. Welcome aboard.

CTO_Zauberer says:
@::walks to the transporter room.::

AMO_Richmond says:
@::enters the Transporter Room with CJ::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
@::walks into the Transporter Room:: XO Jorganaeson: Morning Sir.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@CMO: Good morning Dr.      ::tries to blend into the background::

CTO_Zauberer says:
@::enters the transporter room::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@AMO: Good morning Mr. Richmond.     ::smiles:: CJ

AMO_Richmond says:
@<CJ> XO Jorgaenson:  Hello, Commander!

CSO_Lance says:
::waits for the new core to be installed so that things might return to some semblance of normality::

ATO_Stelakh says:
*CO*: Stelakh to Captain Edwards.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@CTO: You must be our new CTO.    I am Kailah Jorgaenson, the XO of the USS Orion.   Welcome aboard

CEO_Rogers says:
:: send the current status of the core and other systems to the CO ::

AMO_Richmond says:
@CJ:  CJ!  XO Jorgaenson:  Commander, Doctor

Host CO_Edwards says:
*Tugboat*: We are ready, commence beaming at your earliest convenience.

Host CO_Edwards says:
*ATO Stelakh*: Go ahead Ensign.

Host Quchant says:
<Tug> *CO*: Acknowledged....commencing beaming

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The New core is beamed into place

CTO_Zauberer says:
@XO: Hello, sir. Thank you.

Host Quchant  (Transporter.wav)

ATO_Stelakh says:
*CO*:  The secondary core is active and online.  All systems should be available.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@AMO: Mr. Richmond, he is allowed to say hello back when I have said hello to him       ::laughs::      I don't expect him to call me sir

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: Now the fun starts

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::avoids looking too much at the Dr and waits impatiently for beamup::

AEO-Doyle says:
CEO: ::smiles:: Here we go.

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: All crew on the SB are now in the Transporter room

AMO_Richmond says:
@XO Jorgaenson:  Yes, sir  ::coughs nervously::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::turns to the AEO and nods to the new core::

ATO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  It would appear that the core is ready to be installed.

ATO_Stelakh says:
::approaches the computer core area::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The transporter Chief looks at the XO expectantly

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::still waiting for beamup::

AEO-Doyle says:
::walks to ATO::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
XO Jorganeason: Looking at bit pale today Sir, are you okay?

CTO_Zauberer says:
@::grips his things, not liking transporters::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::realizes the Transporter dude is waiting for her::

Host CO_Edwards says:
*ATO Stelakh*: Understood Ensign. The main computer core is being replaced as I speak, inform the Chief Engineer to prepare to switch all ship functions over to the new core.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@::sighs::      TC: Ready for beam up please ensign

Host Quchant says:
@<TD> XO: Aye Sir

CSO_Lance says:
::fiddles with her PADD's again nervously::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Crew of the Orion beam to the USS Orion

Host Quchant  (Transporter.wav)

ATO_Stelakh says:
CEO:  Sir, Captain Edwards gives orders to prepare for changeover to the new core.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
@CMO: No, no, I am fine doctor      ::words lost in shower of glitter::

AEO-Doyle says:
ATO: What do we do?

CEO_Rogers says:
ATO: Yes we will start immediately.

ATO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  We connect the new core and prepare for switchover.  ::pauses and arches a brow::  Are you sure you are well?

AEO-Doyle says:
ATO: Yes.

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  With your permission, sir, I'll take CJ back to our quarters, then report in for duty.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
XO Jorganaeson: Well you know where Sickbay is!

ATO_Stelakh says:
::sets about connecting the new core::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::quickly leaves the transporter room before the doctor can say much else::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Slaps himself across the cheek and takes up a place at his console::

CTO_Zauberer says:
XO: Sir, what do...

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::heads for her quarters to set her pet's home up then heads for the bridge::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: Fine, see you there then.  ::walks out and heads for Sickbay::

AMO_Richmond says:
::takes CJ back to their quarters::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::realizes that she didn't give the new CTO any orders and doubles back to the transporter room, yep, he's still there::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::continues making the necessary junctions with the new core::

CTO_Zauberer says:
::walks out of the transporter room and finds his way to the bridge::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: I apologize Mr. Zauberer, our CMO is a just a bit overzealous and well, never mind that.     Come with me to report to Captain Edwards.       :;quickly walks out::

AMO_Richmond says:
::drops CJ off and heads for sickbay::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: Works with the ATO fixing the necessary junctions with the new core ::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Presses a few buttons and starts making a song of the beeps::

CTO_Zauberer says:
::follows the XO::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: XO Jorgaenson and CTO Zauberer reporting for duty sir.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::sits down::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::arches a brow again without turning, then pauses to retrieve his tricorder, presses a few buttons, replaces it in its holster, and returns to finish the last few connections of the new core::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The core is connected and the XO and CTO arrive at the bridge

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::whisper::  CO: Watch out sir, the Dr. has been checking files, I suggest becoming scarce   ::slight grin::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Walks into Sickbay:: Computer: Computer, send a time for all the Senior Officers to come for a medical.

ATO_Stelakh says:
::stands and turns toward the AEO while again retrieving his tricorder::

CTO_Zauberer says:
::smiles, but then returns to his normal state of duty::

CSO_Lance says:
::watches as her console comes to life::

Host Quchant says:
<Sickbay Computer> CMO: communication with the main computer core is currently offline...the medical computer core is isolated

ATO_Stelakh says:
::makes no attempt to disguise the fact that he's scanning the AEO::

AMO_Richmond says:
::enters sickbay and sees CMO Wuer smack the computer::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::relaxes in her chair having duly warned the CO in an unspoken agreement dating back to the days of the great Captain Kirk::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer: Is there a problem, sir?

AEO-Doyle says:
::Finally notices the scan:: ATO: What are you doing?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::pulls up her PADD and almost groans out loud seeing that its completely full and she just got back on board::

ATO_Stelakh says:
AEO:  You appear unusually fatigued.  I have noted that humans will often ignore medical conditions which may impair their ability.  Your behavior indicates that you may not be well.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: I want the Senior Staff for Medicals, but the computers offline

CSO_Lance says:
::thinks of the former OPS officer and wonders how he is faring on his new assignment::

AEO-Doyle says:
ATO: Look, I'm fine.

ATO_Stelakh says:
::replaces his tricorder in its holster::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  Oh.  You may want to speak to Ensign Doyle about that.

Host CO_Edwards says:
::stands to meet the new CTO::
Ensign Zauberer: Welcome aboard Ensign. ::extends his hand::

CTO_Zauberer says:
::extends his hand also and shakes the CO's hand::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::sighs and gets to work::    *CEO*: Status report please

CTO_Zauberer says:
CO: Thank you.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Status?

CSO_Lance says:
::watches the new CTO::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::cringes::      *CMO*: Status of Sickbay Dr?

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*CO Edwards*: Sir, I just wanted to inform you that the Senior Staff need medicals, but seen as the computer is offline, and most of the Senior Staff are on the bridge I thought I would ask you to assign them time to come down for there medicals.

ATO_Stelakh says:
::steps to a ship's status console and begins a Level 4 diagnostic on the tactical system::

AMO_Richmond says:
::goes to the computer and starts to check stock levels::

CSO_Lance says:
XO_Jorgaenson: Nothing so far. The console is online again but I can't work with it yet, sir.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::waits for the CTO to get to his station before asking for a security status::

CEO_Rogers says:
*XO* The new core has been connected I’m going to bring it online now, but the repairs are not complete yet sir.

CTO_Zauberer says:
::continues holding his things under his left arm::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Thank you Mr. Lance, keep me informed

CEO_Rogers says:
ATO & AEO: Right, lets bring the new core online.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*XO Jorgaenson*: Everything’s okay, just medicals need doing.

CSO_Lance says:
XO_Jorgaenson: Understood.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CEO*: Thank you Mr. Rogers

ATO_Stelakh says:
::Nods to the CEO and moves to the control console::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*CMO*: Understood Dr., I'll ::pause:: get back to you on that. XO out.

AEO-Doyle says:
CEO: Yes, sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
::listens to the CMO.. and decides to cover for his senior crew::
*CMO Wuer*: Doctor, at the moment all of the Senior Officers are needed on duty.. however, you can assign Dr. Richmond to perform a physical on yourself.. I will inform you when they are available. Edwards out. ::smiles::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: A check on the equipment would be a good idea, don’t you think?

CEO_Rogers says:
:: starts bringing the core online ::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::monitors core status::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::grins at the CO's message and actually smiles while reading her reports::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Watches the read-outs on his console::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  I'm currently on a stock take, sir, but I can assist you when I am finished.

Host CO_Edwards says:
Ensign Zauberer: Man your station.. and prepare for your first mission.

CSO_Lance says:
::hears the Captain's message to the Doctor and can't hide a grin::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::lets the CTO sit before asking for status::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Time passes and the core is brought online......most things get connected and everything is up and running...repairs can proceed. Most normal ship functions are up and running

AEO-Doyle says:
::'Testing' replicators::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
*AEO*: Status please?

CSO_Lance says:
::notes with relief that everything is working again and runs a test on the science sensors::

AEO-Doyle says:
*XO* All systems seem to be operating at peak efficiency, ma'am. But the Guinness is a little weak.

CTO_Zauberer says:
::places his things under his console and sits::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Dario finishes checking on systems, and on hearing the computer core fixed decides to send out the medical request:: Computer: Computer, send out medical times to Senior Crew.

ATO_Stelakh says:
CEO:  Sir, with your permission, I will report to the bridge and begin security diagnostics.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: Status?

CTO_Zauberer says:
CO: Eye, sir.

CTO_Zauberer says:
::looks over his console::

CSO_Lance says:
::sees something out of the corner of her eye and turns to check it out::

CSO_Lance says:
Self: Huh?

CEO_Rogers says:
ATO: Of course ensign, thank-you for you help.

ATO_Stelakh says:
::Nods and departs for the bridge::

CTO_Zauberer says:
::stands up from being on the floor inspecting his console::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::sees the CTO sitting on the floor and raises an eye brow::

CSO_Lance says:
::a ham sandwich is floating right over her console and after a moment of surprise she just grabs it::

CTO_Zauberer says:
::looks over his console controls::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
<Computer> CMO Wuer: Senior Staff and Assistants have been advised as on time for there medicals.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::wonders how the CSO got a ham sandwich::

CTO_Zauberer says:
::begins getting a security report ready::

AMO_Richmond says:
CMO Wuer:  Does that include me, sir?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::is jealous, she didn't get breakfast yet::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::arrives on the bridge and heads for the tactical console, where he notices a fellow ensign sitting on the floor::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Status please?

CSO_Lance says:
::sees the XO looking at her:: XO_Jorgaenson: It just turned up above my console, sir. ::shrugs::

Host CO_Edwards says:
::motions to the FCO::
FCO: Plot a course for Risa.. and step on it..

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CSO: I see...         ::actually she doesn't see but...::

CTO_Zauberer says:
XO: Sir, everything set and fine.

ATO_Stelakh says:
::looks from the sitting ensign and looks to the Captain with an arched brow::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AMO Richmond: Don’t worry, we get to terrori... I mean check the crew over, we don’t have to have them ourselves. ::smiles::

AMO_Richmond says:
::not laughing:: CMO Wuer:  Yes, sir.

CSO_Lance says:
::wonders if she could get a cup of coffee to go with the sandwich::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CTO: Thank you Mr. Zauberer, that was a good first report

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::smiles and goes back to her PADD of assignments losing the smile with each reading::

AEO-Doyle says:
CEO: ::looking at core:: It's a beauty, isn't it?

Host Quchant says:
<FCO_Drive> CO: Yes sir...course plotted and laid in

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::glares over at the CO when he isn't looking for giving all this stuff to do::

ATO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Ensign Stelakh reporting, sir.  I had intended to begin a level one diagnostic on tactical systems.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
<Computer>XO Jorgaenson/ AEO Doyle: This is your Ten minute warning that you have medical examination...

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: Looks can be deceptive, I mean just think of the trouble the last core gave us.

Host CO_Edwards says:
*CEO Rogers*: Lieutenant, what warp factor do you recommend?

CSO_Lance says:
XO_Jorgaenson: Sensors working within normal parameters so far.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
Computer: Please inform the Dr. that with all of these assignments I cannot report until off duty.

AEO-Doyle says:
CEO: Yeah. ::Hears computer message and curses::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::goes back to perusing her list::

CEO_Rogers says:
*CO* We should start off about 2 or 3 and gradually build up sir .

AEO-Doyle says:
::Slaps commbadge:: CMO: I'll be done if the CEO gives me the time. We're... uh... very busy down here.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::looks in shock at item 10 Wash the Captain's laundry    and wonders if he is playing a joke on her::

Host Quchant says:
<FCO_Drive>CO: Sir?....shall I engage?

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Sir... about item 10??

Host CO_Edwards says:
::hears the CEO::
FCO: Yes, engage course.. Warp factor 4.. ::smiles at the XO::

ATO_Stelakh says:
CO:  Sir?

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
*AEO*: Look forward to seeing you then..

CTO_Zauberer says:
::begins reading ship capabilities::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::is now left to wonder what the heck that smile meant and goes back to her list looking at the CO out of the corner of her eye once in a while::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Looks up to CEO:: CEO: Sir?

Host CO_Edwards says:
ATO Stelakh: Proceed with the diagnostics, Ensign.
XO Jorgaenson: Item 10?

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the USS Orion disappears from the view of the SB with a rubber band flash of a ship jumping from dead stop to warp 4 in one go

ATO_Stelakh says:
::begins the diagnostics::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CO: Your um laundry sir??

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: I can cope here, report to sickbay and then back as soon as your finish.

AEO-Doyle says:
Self: Damn. ::Slowly walks out::

CSO_Lance says:
::peeks up as she hears the XO talk about the Captain's laundry::

Host CO_Edwards says:
XO Jorgaenson: Oh.. that. ::smiles again:: I was joking.
*All senior crew (including AEO and AMO)*: Report to the Bridge immediately.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::sigh of relief::     CO: THANK you sir.

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::smiles now, she knows what is going on::

AMO_Richmond says:
::looks to CMO Wuer as he hears the message::

CEO_Rogers says:
AEO: saved

CSO_Lance says:
::is on the bridge already::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Huge grins grows on face::

CTO_Zauberer says:
::smiles as he finishes reading and thinks of the potential the weapons have, but of course only when needed::

AMO_Richmond says:
::goes to the bridge with CMO Wuer::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Everyone is now on the bridge

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::is relieved about the laundry also::

AMO_Richmond says:
::standing in his usual place right at the back by the turbolift, for a quick exit::

CSO_Lance says:
::standing beside her console::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Standing beside AMO Richmond, since he's in the way of the TL::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::stands up in front of her comfy chair::

AMO_Richmond says:
::glances to AEO Doyle, and gives out a brief smile::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::up to his waist in console as he continues the diagnostic::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::looks at the XO:: XO Joragneason: Looking a bit better now Sir.

Host CO_Edwards says:
::stands before the Senior Officers::
Ensign Mike Doyle.. Lieutenant JG Kalem Rogers, Ensign Todd Richmond... please step forward..

AEO-Doyle says:
::Smiles back, still feeling tired::

AMO_Richmond says:
::steps forward very hesitantly::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Steps forward as ordered::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::smiles even more, she likes this part of duty::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: steps forward ::

CTO_Zauberer says:
::stands there, looking around and listening::

ATO_Stelakh says:
::pulls himself out of the console and stands at attention::

CSO_Lance says:
::smiles::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Feels legs shake like jelly::

Host CO_Edwards says:
Ensign Michael Doyle: For continued excellence in your duties, I am pleased to promote you to the rank of Lieutenant, Junior Grade. Congratulations. ::extends his hand, and hands the XO the pips::

CSO_Lance says:
::applauds::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
AEO: Congratulations, you deserve it.           ::smiles::         ::pins it on carefully::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Takes CO's hand::  CO: Thank you, sir.

AMO_Richmond says:
::takes a sharp step back in horror::

Host CO_Edwards says:
Lieutenant Kalem Rogers: For continued excellence in your duties, I am pleased to promote you to the rank of Lieutenant. Congratulations. ::extends his hand, and hands the XO the pips::

CEO_Rogers says:
:: Shakes CO's hand ::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: Congratulations Mr. Rogers                ::smiles again, pins again::

Host CO_Edwards says:
Ensign Todd Richmond: For continued excellence in your duties, I am pleased to promote you to the rank of Lieutenant, Junior Grade. Congratulations. ::extends his hand, and hands the XO the pips::

AMO_Richmond says:
::realizes what is going on a looks for somewhere to run away to::

CEO_Rogers says:
XO: Thank-you sir

AMO_Richmond says:
::looks at the hand in horror::  CO: I don't know if I can take it, sir.

CSO_Lance says:
::starts clapping her hands::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
AMO: Congratulations Mr. Richmond, it is well deserved.           ::smiles, pins::

AMO_Richmond says:
CO:  Er, thank you  ::in total disbelief::

AEO-Doyle says:
::Feels himself begin to lose consciousness:: Self: That damned Vulcan was right.

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
AEO, AMO, CEO: Congratulations all.  CEO: I have to call you Sir now...

CSO_Lance says:
AEO; AMO, CEO: Congratulations!

CEO_Rogers says:
CMO: Oh I think I could get used to that

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle:  Well done, Mike

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Doyle faints

AEO-Doyle says:
AMO: You too, Todd.

AEO-Doyle says:
<Remove my line>

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::tries to catch the AEO::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::is squished::

AMO_Richmond says:
::bends down and helps to revive AEO Doyle::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::underneath the AEO::      All: Um, help?

CTO_Zauberer says:
::stands there smiling and reading the happiness::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::Dario goes to help Doyle but leaves his AMO to sort him out::

AMO_Richmond says:
XO Jorgaenson: I'm on it, sir  ::gets Doyle off of Jorgaenson::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
AMO: Thank you Mr. Richmond        ::composes self again::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the USS Orion continues on course to Risa

CSO_Lance says:
::returns to her console::

AMO_Richmond says:
AEO Doyle: Mike, Mike, can you hear me?

Host CO_Edwards says:
AMO Lt. JG Todd Richmond, AEO Lt. JG Mike Doyle, CEO Lt. Kalem Rogers: Well done. It is well deserved. Drinks are on me in the Tempest Lounge in one hour. It will take us several hours to reach Risa.. ::goes to help Lt. Doyle::

XO_Jorgaenson says:
::notes that trying to catch a fainting person is a really stupid thing to do::

AEO-Doyle says:
Self: Uggghh....

XO_Jorgaenson says:
AEO: Well Mr. Doyle, that is often my reaction to promotion as well         ::smiles::

AMO_Richmond says:
CO Edwards : Thank you, sir.  AEO Doyle: Mike, you fainted.  let's get you to sickbay for that medical

AMO_Richmond says:
::helps Doyle to the turbolift::

CMO_Dr-Wuer says:
::helps Richmond with Doyle::

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Orion Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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